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This must have been a particularly prickly weekend. Not only was there a
partial eclipse of the sun, but I heard car horns honking all over the place.
One of the funnier places was at a Costco gas station. I had just returned
from our Airstream trailer trip to Central California to visit my cousin who
was visiting from Detroit. While there, a woman behind me was finishing,
but she didn't move fast enough for the woman behind her, who
proceeded to lean on the horn with great energy. The woman behind me,
who seemed to be moving with appropriate speed, pulled out and the
second woman moved up. She got out of the car with a huff and a puff
and then connected the pump to her car. So much wasted energy, so
much anxiety and hostility. As Rodney King said many years ago, why
can't we just get along? 

What are you doing in your life that is a needless waste of energy, just
creating anxiety where none needs to be? Anxiety and stress is a major
factor in most diseases. And we have the power to reduce much of it
ourselves. Someone said to me, "It's not what comes at you, but rather
what you do with it that counts." I'm getting better at managing my
priorities and my personal stress level ... and it shows in many areas such
as cholesterol level, blood pressure and family relations. You can, too. Let
me know what you think and what you intend to do to reduce the level of
your stress. 
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Consider the Advantages of an Alliance

Good Communication is One Key to Success
One of the keys to a successful law practice of any size is communication
among staff and colleagues, and communication with clients. Smaller law
firms have the advantage of being more transparent and having less
bureaucracy than larger ones. Clients of such firms typically expect to,
and do, receive more personal service. But small or solo firms do not
have to be at a resource disadvantage to larger firms that bulk up through
formal mergers. Instead, they can achieve their own economies of scale
through alliances, from simple to complex, with their peer practitioners. 

Advantages of Alliances
Alliances can give small firms big advantages. Law firm alliances using
everything from shared space to shared engagements can help smaller
firms leverage capabilities without spending on additional overhead or
personnel. The decision to pursue an alliance depends on such qualitative
factors as whether the practice lends itself to collaboration with other
lawyers, whether the firm's culture is too individualistic to integrate with
outsiders, and whether clients will be comfortable if "their" lawyer suddenly
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What Clients Are Saying:

"I worked with Ed for a year
while working to become a
partner in my law firm. With
Ed's coaching, I was able to
achieve that goal at the end
of the year. Through his
coaching techniques, Ed
showed me how to
communicate assertively and
confidently with the partners I
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starts working with others. Equally important, however, are the substantial
financial advantages various types of alliances can offer. Here are three
examples:

Shared Space Alliances. Rented office space typically takes from
9% to 12% of revenue at most firms. For legal practitioners to share
rented space and spread this cost among them offers a variety of
options. Some small firm or solo practitioners share space with
accountants, brokers and other non-lawyers. Others may be
comfortable with a "Fegen suite," Another strategy is renting an
office in a larger law firm on a month-to-month basis, giving both
firms an opportunity to refer work back and forth.

Collaborative Alliances. An ongoing alliance with another small
firm gives the firm that establishes the arrangement a tremendous
advantage. From a cost perspective, the expenses involved in
direct hiring are eliminated because each participating lawyer/law
firm will have independent fee arrangements directly with the client.
Here, the lead counsel will receive credit and recognition for having
created the team without incurring cost or added overhead. In some
sense, the lead counsel may be viewed as the client's general
counsel or consiglieri.

Joint Retainer Arrangements. Target clients here are often small
businesses that have a variety of ongoing legal needs but are
reluctant to put a single firm on retainer without being sure that
counsel can indeed handle every issue that comes up. The ideal
arrangement is for that firm to offer assurance of being able to call
on other allied lawyers for help if the need arises. The lawyer
creating the alliance in effect functions as a general counsel to the
small business, drawing on other "outside counsel" as needed.

Responsibilities in Alliances
In any such arrangement, the client must agree to it in writing, the total
fee must be reasonable, and the lawyers must agree to and document
that fee among themselves.

The Profitable Law Office Handbook:
Attorney's Guide to Successful Business Planning

16th Anniversary Edition
- Follow along page by page to
achieve what every law
practice needs - an action plan
for success! Inside you'll find:

* the benefits of a business
plan
* how to prepare for the
planning process
* how to set goals
* how to create a targeted
marketing plan
* how to evaluate and adjust
your plans

Interactive forms are available
online. Learn more.

Special Pre-publication
Price:
$25 until July 1
(reg. $49)
Call 1-800-837-5880 or order online at lawbizstore.com.

needed to persuade to vote
for my promotion into the
partnership and to convince
them of my abilities. I can
honestly say that without
Ed's help, I would not have
made such an excellent
impression on my partners."

KR

"I'm gradually learning,
through my weekly coaching
sessions, how to get in touch
with what I like to think of as
my 'inner Ed.' With 'Ed in my
head' between coaching
sessions, I have been able to
negotiate better fees and
attract more work and a
higher quality clientele. With
Ed as my ally, the stress of
being a sole practitioner is
greatly reduced."

AS
New York
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